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* The storyline is set in a fantasy world
populated by demigods born from the
human form. * The Lands Between lie
between the human and god realms, and
it is the stage where heroes and villains
fight it out. * Only a hero born from the
human form may enter the Lands
Between. Those born from the god realm
are simply humans, and ordinary heroes
are forbidden from entering. * The Lands
Between are the world of the Elder God
that once ruled all of humanity. It is said
that the Elder God makes all of the
strange and terrifying monsters that
inhabit the Lands Between, and over the
course of time, these monsters have
made a pact with the Elder God. * Since
the Elder God is one of the major
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characters, the parts about him are
dispersed throughout the game in several
places. * In the past, people who entered
the Lands Between were saved by the
Elder God, and over the course of time,
the Elder God has protected those saved
by him. * The Lands Between have
changed over time, so people who go
there now are not the same as those who
went there in the past. ABOUT KLOST
Developed by Ruzzle. • Ruzzle Studio
Ruzzle Studio is a game development
studio. We make games full of excitement
that are “catch-the-eye” fun. The goal of
Ruzzle Studio is to make truly innovative
games in the world of interactive
entertainment. • KLOST Series Our first
game was Klost, a game that we
developed and published ourselves for the
PlayStation 2. We received great reviews
for the game as a result. • Other Titles in
Development We are currently working on
several titles, including a new RPG for the
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PlayStation 3. We are focused on
improving on all of the key points of
gameplay in the area of our previous title
to make a new experience for players. *
Title(s) with * in the above description are
registered trademarks of the respective
companies. Combine Sky and Water to
Travel in the Sky. Explore a World of
Fantasy Action. It is a fantasy setting
where a secret war has been waged
between the gods since ancient times.
Play as an Adventuring Adventurer,
exploring vast lands full of unexpected
situations and incredible dungeons. Delve
into the Story via Suspenseful Drama. In
the Lands Between, monsters have made
a pact with
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Elden Ring Features Key:
An Epic Drama about Warriors of the Old The tale of an orc's increasing mightiness and a strong
hero's jealousy is interwoven into the Lands Between's epic saga that blends high fantasy with a
mystic fantasy. As you fight alongside the handicapped and struggling hero you set forth on a
quest to battle the ancient evil.]
Vast World and Large-scale dungeons Open to Action In addition to the Lands Between's vast
world and eye-blinding towering dungeons full of the unexpected and mind-boggling monsters and
traps, a zone called 'Elden Ring' has also been added to the game. This zone can be taken into
account as both a unique resource for building your character and as a battlefield where you fight
monsters of the various races. At the same time, this allows you to experience the Lands Between
on a greater scale.

Under the Battle System

The battle system has been overhauled. You can now arbitrarily increase the degree of involvement in
battle. While you will continue to enjoy a simple and easy “aggro” system, the interplay between
characters called "complications" has increased in complexity, further allowing you to enjoy in depth
battles. Previously, some characters could not participate in battles, and others could only wield a few
weapons. However, this has all been changed so that the characters in Eldden Ring are a "team with a
wide range of powerful attacks".

For example, if you play a melee-type character with high stability, you can link your skills to counter the
archers, dealing damage with added effect or utilizing the defense and resistance of your character
against all-out offensive attacks. Further, the action button system has been updated for instant “attack”,
individual “range attacks” with perfect accuracy, counter attacks, evasion techniques (including the
technique that lets you parry attacks with "stability: 3"), as well as “stealth”, and rolling. To support this,
the "equipment" section has been expanded. A right-click menu has been added in the "equipment" area,
and multiple item types can be selected simultaneously.

Screenshots
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